“Think Your Calcium’s got the Right Stuff?”
Introducing CAL>MAG>D
Far too many supplement manufacturers jump on the vitamin/mineral highway all too
quickly, throw together a multi-mineral product, and hope that a captive audience buys
their product due to a costly marketing scheme. Some might even put some interesting
pseudoscientific claims on their label to try to sell their product. Just keep in mind; there’s
a difference between “real” science and “marketing” science… a BIG difference.

“What’s the difference?”
We’ve all heard the stories about those
septic tanks being cleaned out only to find
the remains of undigested vitamin tablets at
the bottom of the tank. Some have lost
confidence in tablets, even supplements for
that matter asking the question; “Is this stuff
really even working if it’s not even going
where it’s supposed to go?” This is a valid
question that brings up a good point, just
because something goes into your mouth
doesn’t mean it’s going to end up where it’s
supposed to.
Bioavailability
Bioavailability is the degree at which a drug,
nutrient, or other substance is absorbed or
becomes available at the site of
physiological activity after administration. So,
the question to ask now is; “How does a
vitamin or mineral get to where it’s supposed
to go?” Fortunately, researchers at Viva
Vitamins have unlocked that mystery and
incorporated the science behind it into the
designing of their minerals.
Chelation
Chelation is when one or more metallic ions
form a non-covalent ligand with an anionic
molecule or coordination system. What this
means is when one or more negatively
charged molecules loosely holds hand with a
positively charged element on the periodic
table. How this is beneficial to the
bioavailability of a mineral is to think of the
chelating agent as acting as a chaperone.
The best way to get a child to school is to
have the child escorted by a chaperone.
Otherwise, the child will most likely get lost or
get distracted by something else along the
way. In like manner, a naked ion will get lost
along the gastrointestinal tract by binding to
something else that will either cause it to pass
up its site of absorption or drop it off at some

random site in the gut depending on pH or in
the presence of other binding competitors.
Although the exact mechanism of ionchaperone transport is unclear, the most
accepted postulation is that it is done via
passive transport mechanisms (Wapnir and
Stiel, 1986). Whereas the charged mineral
has to undergo more rigorous bio regulation
for absorption in the alimentary canal via
coupled uptake mechanisms (Ferraris and
Diamond, 1989), most likely by Na+ or Ca2+
gradient-driven ionophores.
Choosing the best Chelating Agent
The question now is, what would be the best
chaperone to use to take these minerals to
where they’re supposed to go? Intuition
would tell us that the best chaperone would
be a species that our bodies recognize as
beneficial. One such group of chelating
agents are various intermediates of the Krebs
Cycle (aka. TCA cycle). One turn of the
Krebs Cycle converts one mole of Acetyl
Coenzyme A into three moles of a
powerhouse energy duo (NADH and FADH)
and one mole of ATP .This fascinating
biochemical process that our bodies use to
convert food into energy yields certain
intermediates along the way. These
intermediates include oxaloacetate, citrate,
isocitrate, succinate, malate, fumarate, and
α-keto glutarate. Interestingly, these
intermediates can ferry off and do some
neat things on their own. In this manner, they
too are of some biological importance. It is
for this reason, that the body recognizes
these intermediates and initiates a warm
welcome for them when they’re introduced
into the body from food. The same goes for
certain amino acids. It is suggested that the
human alimentary canal is surprisingly set up
for the transport of not only mineral-bound
Krebs Cycle intermediates, but also mineralchelated amino acids – namely Histidine

within the brush border epithelium of the gut
(Glover and Wood, 2008). This may explain
why more and more research is
demonstrating a marked increase in the
luminal transversion of chelated minerals
than their naked ionic counterparts.

basically setting up all major routes of
transport to make calcium bioavailable. So,
make sure to take supplemental vitamin D if
your diet is poor in it or you don’t get
adequate sunlight throughout the day.

So, What’s Being Chelated?
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CALCIUM:
Calcium is an essential mineral for cardiac
sustenance and plays a direct regulatory role
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cycle reactions. Research indicates that
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MAGNESIUM:
Magnesium is essential to all living organisms,
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among other things. Magnesium also acts as
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Magnesium also plays a pivotal role along
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It is therefore no surprise that clinical
research has shown that magnesium
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al., 2002). Further, research has
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VITAMIN D:
To make the bioavailability of calcium
possible, this is where vitamin D comes in to
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vitamin D hormone) stimulates the synthesis
of epithelial calcium channels, plasma
membrane calcium pumps, and induces the
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2004). What this means is that vitamin D is
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